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Dear Extended Day Parents,
My goal is to have Penryn Extended Day Care be a fun, comfortable environment that encourages
mental and social growth for the children during their before and after school stay. In order to do
that, basic rules have been reviewed with all of the children. Second only to safety, my big emphasis
is to be kind and considerate to each other and to speak to each other with empathy. I encourage
you to review these expectations with your children:
Be Safe
HANDS AND FEET TO SELF –If feeling angry or overwhelmed, try PAWS, get an adult or send a friend to
get an adult for help with situation
Stay in eyesight
Swings are for swinging
You can play ½ way up the hill (by play structure)
Use the stairs when leaving the playground
Give the sport teams their room, stay with Extended
If in the class room, use walking feet
Be Responsible
If you have homework, complete it during homework time
Use an inside/appropriate voice in the classroom
Hang your backpack or put it away out of the walk way
Throw away your garbage and clean up after snack
Report, don’t tattle, and use PAWS
Take of you, that’s your job
Take only what is yours, if you’re not sure, ask
Put any toys/equipment away that you got out, before you leave
Be Respectful/Kind
Speak using a kind voice, with empathy, how you would like to be spoken to
Do not instigate, antagonize, or tease
Invite others to join in
Be considerate of personal space
Explain if you need a minute, and when you will be back
Same rules apply to siblings
Thank you for sharing your children with me and for your continuous support.
Sincerely,
Pam LaBar
Extended Day Instructor
Penryn School

